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Abstract. The heuristic evaluation (HE) method is one of the most common in the
suite of tools for usability evaluations because it is a fast, inexpensive and
resource-efficient process in relation to the many usability issues it generates. The
method emphasizes completely independent initial expert evaluations. Inter-rater
reliability and agreement coefficients are not calculated. The variability across
evaluators, even dual domain experts, can be significant as is seen in the case
study here. The implications of this wide variability mean that results are unique to
each HE, results are not readily reproducible and HE research on usability is not
yet creating a uniform body of knowledge. We offer recommendations to improve
the science by incorporating selected techniques from qualitative research:
calculating inter-rater reliability and agreement scores, creating a codebook to
define concepts/categories and offering crucial information about raters'
backgrounds, agreement techniques and the evaluation setting.
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Introduction
The hallmarks of building science include the reliability and reproducibility of findings.
Thus, commonly accepted research methods include techniques such as a priori
definitions, initial consensus discussions among evaluators and calculations for interrater reliability (IRR) before independent evaluations begin. On the other hand,
usability methods such as heuristic evaluation (HE) run counter to these time-honored
techniques. HE emphasizes independent, individual evaluations and the generation of
unique usability problems that are subsequently compiled and assigned to general
heuristic categories. Expert evaluators are specifically cautioned not to cooperate
during initial product assessments. While these methods allow for independent thinking
and maximizing initial usability problem identification, they also make the results
unique to each evaluation and are not, therefore, readily reproducible. Building science
using this technique is difficult due to the large variability across evaluators and the
lack of consensus on terms and definitions of usability problems. In this paper we use a
current HE as a case study and offer suggestions to modify the technique to improve
the reliability and reproducibility of heuristic evaluation findings. These modifications
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would result in important additions to the HE method and building a body of
knowledge for usability evaluations employing heuristic evaluations.

1. Methods
The HE method is one of the most common in the suite of tools for user-centered
design because it is fast, inexpensive and resource-efficient while yielding many
usability issues [1, 2]. It is an informal expert usability evaluation first designed by
Nielsen and Molich, [3, 4] published in 1994 [5] and is still used today [6]. The classic
method has 10 heuristic categories assigned to a usability problem: H1 - Visibility of
system status, H2-Match between the system and real world, H3 - User control and
freedom, H4-Consistency and standards, H5 - Error prevention, H6 - Recognition
rather than recall, H7 - Flexibility and efficiency of use, H8 - Aesthetic and minimalist
design, H9 - Help users recognize, diagnose and recover from errors, H10 - Help and
documentation [5]. Severity ratings are then determined according to impacts using this
scale: 0 Not a usability problem at all, 1 Cosmetic problem only, 2 Minor usability
problem, 3 Major usability problem, 4 Usability catastrophe [5].
Identified usability experts independently use typical user tasks to interact with the
product's interface, determine existing usability problems and assign specific
heuristic(s) violation(s) to each identified problem. Nielsen specifically indicates that
communication among evaluators occurs only after the independent evaluations. Only
then are the problems combined and discussed among the experts. After having reached
consensus on the initial ascribed problems, any duplicates are removed, and the
problems are compiled into a master list. The master list is sent out anew to each
evaluator to be rated independently for severity and then averaged for each issue.
Nielsen and Molich stated their method is improved by having several evaluators
because they provide collective expertise to the process [3]. Nielsen [6] recommended
three to five evaluators identify usability issues and provide the associated severity
ratings [1]. Three to five expert evaluators find on average between 74% and 87% of
the extant usability problems [6]. Results are even higher if the expert evaluators have
dual domain backgrounds such as expertise in both usability and the topic/domain at
hand. As few as two to three dual domain experts typically find significantly more
problems, e.g., between 81% and 90% of existing usability problems [6].
1.1. Sample Project to Illustrate HE Methodological Issues
To illustrate typical issues with the current heuristic evaluation method, we use a recent
HE process as an example. The data were part of a larger project for a mHealth selfmanagement system for diabetes patients where patients were able to monitor online
parameters for their disease such as glucose levels, blood pressure, exercise and weight
Three double domain experts (usability and PhD-prepared registered nurses) evaluated
the diabetes mHealth application using Nielsen’s HE guidelines described above [5, 6].
To begin, each evaluator viewed a short video demonstrating the application. The
evaluators had a guide with common scenarios for interacting with the system and tasks
representing patients' typical use such as entering and modifying values, interpreting
measurements, and set goals. These preliminary steps were done to increase the
consistency of the evaluation process across experts and to assure all evaluators had the
same familiarity with the application. In congruence with Nielsen's guidelines, the
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evaluators performed the same eight tasks during their interactions with the application
and independently identified usability problems to determine their compliance with
Nielsen's published heuristics.
The evaluators discussed identified usability problems after completing the
evaluations. They compiled a master list of problems by consensus. The master list was
then sent out to evaluators for their independent severity ratings; these were averaged
to determine an overall severity rating for each usability problem.
Nielsen is silent about the need for inter-rater reliability (IRR) in the HE process.
However, for the purposes here and to illustrate our points about lack of reliability
across all evaluators, we used Krippendorff’s α (alpha), an IRR method recommended
for use with more than two raters. This method accommodates both larger and smaller
sets of data as well as missing data. It is particularly recommended for fully-crossed
designs (using the same set of evaluators) and ordinal data [7, 8]. We used SPSS
statistical software program (version 22.0) with the KALPHA macro [8].

2. Results
Initial independent ratings resulted in 141 usability problems and 289 assigned
heuristic violations. Evaluator 1 detected 86 usability problems, evaluator 2 found 33
usability problems and evaluator 3 discovered 22 usability problems. The initial
problems were at various levels of conceptualization, levels of granularity and the
issues overlapped in some cases. IRR on the problems and heuristic categories was not
able to be calculated due to the varying conceptualizations, although the variability
across evaluators was clear. Subsequently, the evaluators examined the usability
problems in detail, discussed and consolidated them where feasible. Only nine initial
problems were the same across all evaluators and these were consolidated into three
overall usability problems. Two evaluators found 12 usability problems that were
similar and these were consolidated into six issues. The remaining 120 were unique
usability issues. This process resulted in a final master list of 129 usability issues.
Severity ratings had similar variability. Evaluators rated 17 of the 129 problems
with the same severity score. Two of the three evaluators had the same rating for 90
problems, but for the remaining 22 usability issues, no similarities existed. At this point
in the process, Nielsen recommends calculating mean severity scores, but we were
curious about the extent of variability. The percentage of agreement between the three
evaluators on all problems was 13.18%. When Krippendorff’s α was calculated with
the KALPHA macro for inter-rater reliability the result was very low - 0.0815 (Table 1).
Table 1. Krippendorff's α Reliability Estimate
Α
0.0815

Units
129

Observers
3

Decisions
387

3. Discussion
The wide variability across even dual-domain evaluators is evident. For initial usability
problem identification, the numbers, levels and types of usability problems varied as
did the assigned heuristics. Only nine common usability problems were identified
across all evaluators and 120 issues were unique. For the severity scores, the inter-rater
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reliability (IRR) was a mere 13.18% (KALPHA less than α 0.10) across the three
evaluators. This variability existed despite the fact that the three evaluators were
prepared at the PhD level, were informatics experts and dual domain experts in both
nursing and usability methods. The reasons for the differences include variation
backgrounds, expertise and human judgment that is common across most domains.
Another possible for the reason for this variability is that the underlying dimensions of
usability are, in themselves, not valid. These differences were the genesis for this
article.
This variability is not atypical of HE results. Past usability experts have not
quantified the extent of the existing variability or called attention to its implications.
After reviewing numerous publications, we conclude that HE evaluators have not in the
past and do not currently calculate IRR. From the perspective of our ability to build
science, extensive variability is a concern and additions to the HE method from
qualitative research are recommended.
3.1. Recommendations for Improving Heuristic Evaluation Techniques
The scientific goals of assessing reliability of measurement in heuristic evaluation (HE)
are two-fold. First, establishing reliability of judgment supports the validity of the
categories. Further work should address questions of validity, e.g., two disease states
may have the same signs and symptoms, but we need characteristics to distinguish
between the two or we have to conclude that they are the same disease. A second
perspective is to assume that the categories exist and can be measured the same by
different raters (IRR). These speak to the generalizability of findings.
Improving HE techniques requires distinguishing between these two goals.
Establishing the first goal requires assessing what is traditionally known as IRR (interrater reliability). IRR metrics vary depending on the type of data, but Kappa, Kendall
coefficient of concordance and Krippendorff’s α are recommended for ordinal and
categorical data, e.g. HE methods, as they correct for chance agreement. Although a
high IRR supports that the individual raters can reliably discriminate categories and
therefore, the categories have validity, it doesn’t say much about the degree of
agreement between raters, which would relate to the generalizability of results. To be
able to make the claim that different raters would “see” the same categories, a measure
of inter-rater agreement (IRA) is also required. The simplest of these is the percent
agreement. Some metrics include both, such as the Bland-Altman plots and the Intraclass correlation metric usually used for interval or ratio data [9-11].
In the field of usability, the next step in building a scientific foundation is to both
report these two statistics and to conduct the necessary work to reach an acceptable
level. To more fully understand what the usability problems, HE categories and
severity assessments mean in terms of future research and development, information is
also necessary about the background of the raters, specific procedures used to build
IRA and the evaluation settings. While creating consensus on a master list is helpful, a
priori IRR/IRA processes provide better reliability.
We strongly advise the creation of a codebook, an iterative process of establishing
IRA/IRR. The codebook is the information needed by other researchers to establish
reproducibility of results and should be provided in the appendices of published HE
assessments. Establishing IRA is a rich experience that allows researchers to more fully
comprehend the nature of the phenomena being investigated; science will be
significantly improved as a result of adding this level of depth to the HE process [12].
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The benefits for modifying HE techniques are clear. A priori definitions, common
understanding of usability problems/categories derived from initial consensus
discussions, and obtaining adequate IRR/IRA before independent expert evaluations
would allow evaluators to create reliable and reproducible results for HE assessments
in the future. A challenge is also obvious. A priori work will mean it will take more
time to create the products that will improve the consistency of results across and
among evaluators. This is in contrast to the published HE benefits, that HE is a
discount usability technique cited as fast and resource efficient [1, 3]. However, this
challenge is off-set with the knowledge that others could use these products and obtain
consistent results.
4. Conclusions
Current methods in heuristic evaluation promote significant variability in usability
problem generation and severity ratings even across dual domain expert evaluators. In
contrast, building science requires techniques that emphasize reliability and the
reproducibility of results. In this paper, we used a case study to illustrate the wide
variability of findings across dual domain experts. We recommend that future usability
researchers incorporate several crucial qualitative research techniques into heuristic
evaluations. Specifically, we recommend developing a coding manual, calculating
inter-rater reliability and inter-rater agreement among evaluators and providing
information about evaluators and settings. These modifications will allow evaluators to
be more consistent, results to be reproducible and a more uniform body of knowledge
in usability evaluations will be available.
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